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emphasizing education, both to his staff and the patients he 

treats, is a key component of dr. goldberg’s philosophy. he 

works out of four facilities for optimal patient convenience—two 

in new Jersey, one in new York City, and one in Boca raton, 

florida. in florida, he and plastic surgeon dr. Jason n. pozner 

established the Sanctuary Medical aesthetic Center, which 

offers a variety of cutting-edge lasers to treat a host of  

aesthetic conditions. furthermore, each practice location is 

equipped with state-of-the-art technologies, supervised by  

doctors who trained under dr. goldberg. “patients are privy to 

educational videos and in-depth consultations that review their 

every dermatologic concern,” says dr. goldberg, who has  

published over 125 academic papers and contributed to over  

10 academic textbooks. “i will always recommend an individual-

ized approach to each patient, recognizing that a variety  

of options are available.”

With a vast experience that extends beyond treating patients, dr. 

goldberg can also add author to his professional acumen, as he 

co-wrote both Secrets of Great Skin and Light Years Younger.  

in terms of professional leadership positions, dr. goldberg 

serves on the board of directors for the american Society  

for dermatologic Surgery and the american academy of 

dermatology, and enjoys educating other medical professionals 

via lectures and articles. “i also teach a course on healthcare 

law at the fordham University School of law, because in  

conjunction with being a dermatologist, i am also an attorney. i 

am passionate about skin care, health and education. My  

combined degrees have given me a unique insight into the  

delivery of cosmetic treatments.”

“I’m a proponent of  
    patient empowerment.”
    —daVid goldBerg, Md

d e r m at o l o g i s t      s k i n  l a s e r  & s u r g e r y  s p e c i a l i s t s  o f  n e w  y o r k  a n d  n e w  j e r s e y    

educated solutions
Dr. David Goldberg has treated cosmetic patients for 25 years. During this time, he has 
also performed extensive research and trained thousands of doctors from all over the 
world in the use of various noninvasive cosmetic lasers and injectables. “I offer patients 
my complete assurance of cosmetic skin-care excellence.” 

L a ser Logic
Dr. Goldberg has been Director of Laser Research in the department of dermatology at New York’s Mount Sinai 

School of Medicine for the past decade and extends his passion for lasers to patients, offering them a multitude 

of options, including Laser Liposuction—which he says enables patients to refine less-than-perfect figures 

with minimal bruising, downtime, swelling and redness. “Laser lipolysis is a great avenue to explore when you 

want refined, reLiabLe resuLts. We have approximately 70 laser devices to treat skin laxity and a variety of 

other cosmetic concerns. We provide a variety of lasers suitable for multiple skin types because every patient’s 

skin is different.” For example, Dr. Goldberg’s practice includes technologies to rejuvenate skin, remove unwant-

ed hair, combat acne, treat veins, and scuLpt the body via laser-assisted liposuction. “We have our own 

research lab where we work hard to develop new solutions for patients. I’m inquisitive and always on the quest 

to be a part of new advances. The field is wide open in terms of what can be accomplished in the arena of Laser 

skin care and nonsurgical body contouring,” says Dr. Goldberg, who also now offers patients zeLtiq™ for skin 

cooLing during dermatology procedures.
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dr. david goLdberg 
chairside styLe Knowledgeable 

and engaging Why did you become 

a dermatoLogist it melds my love 

of science, technology and people 

Favorite part oF your job patient 

interaction What one LiFestyLe 

change couLd most beneFit 

our heaLth treat aging skin earlier 

rather than later beauty product 

everyone shouLd have Sunblock 

pro bono Work treating children 

from all over the world with unwanted 

birthmarks. for this work, i have been 

named the 2010 physician honoree by  

the non-profit Sturge-Weber foundation
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